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Projections of Production and 
Price of Pecans in the United 
States to 1975 
Mark L. Fowler 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Objectives and Procedure 
The Oklahoma pecan industry is characterized by two conditions 
highly favorable for substantial expansion in the next 10 to 20 years. 
First, there are large numbers of pecan trees of nonbearing age. Second, 
production from trees that are now bearing could be increased substantial-
ly by applying known and recommended cultural practices. 
These two conditions suggest further that the increased production 
could be obtained with a minimum investment lor the development 
of unimproved groves and improvements in production practices. How-
ever, because of the long-term nature of the investment, the decision to 
invest in pecan production must be based on long-range considerations. 
The profitability of the investment depends largely on the long-term 
trend in pecan price-;. The long-term price outlook depends, in turn, on 
expected trends in the market demand for and total supply of pecans. 
Therefore it is important that facts relating to basic trends ami economic 
relationships affecting the pecan industry be brought together, analyzed, 
and interpreted. 
This report describes and analyzes historical trends in demand, price, 
and supply relationships for pecans, ami projects the probable trends in 
supply and price to the year 1975. Projections are made for United 
States prices only, because prices received by Oklahoma farmers awl the 
United States average farm price for all pecans are closely correlated. 
These projections are not to be viewed as forecasts. They simply in-
dicate the trends in price and production that would be expected if 
specific assumptions are realized. Clearly, no one can forecast exactly 
what the supply of pecans will be in the years centering on 1975. Nor 
can anyone foresee the exact rate of growth in the total economy which 
will have an important effect on the demand outlook for pecans. Thus, 
Research reported herein was done under Oklahoma Station Project No. 977. 
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while no precise estimates or forecasts of future trends are possible, we 
can make some carefully considered projections that may serve as useful 
guides to the course of future events. 
The research procedure followed in this study was as follows: First, 
some basic trends in lthe pecan industry since I 920 were reviewed. 
Second, a statistical relationship was derived which relates prices re-
ceived by farmers for all pecans to principal determining variables. 
Third, pecan production was projected to 197 5 based on present and 
past trends. Fourth, projections were made of population and disposable 
real income per capita. These, along with total production of pecans, 
are the major factors influencing pecan prices. Finally, the projections 
of price determining variables were used in the price estimating equation 
to project the general level of prices received by farmers for pecans.1 
Review of Basic Trends 
Production and Population 
Figure I shows the production of all pecans~ in the United States, 
and U. S. population for the period 1919 to 1957. The chart emphasizes 
two facts. First, although production has fluctuated sharply from year 
to year, the trend in production has been steadily upward. Second, pro-
duction has increased faster than population. As a result, there has been 
a pronounced upward trend in production per capita (Figure 2). 
The relative magnitude of these changes is illmtrated by the follow-
ing data. Between 1924 and 1954, average annual production of all pecans 
increased from 45.5 million pounds to 153.6 million pounds (calculated 
from the trend line), or by 238 percent. Over the same period, the na-
tion's population increased some 42 percent, From 114 million persons 
in 1924 to 162 million in 1954. This relatively greater expansion in 
pecan production than in population caused per capita production to 
increase from 0.43 pounds in 1924 to 1.00 pound in 1954 (calculated 
from the trend line) , an increase of about I cl3 percent. 
Production of pecans by type is shown in Figure 3. The six-year 
average production of improved pecans increased from about 10 million 
pounds in 1924 to about 73 million pounds in 1954. Over the same 
1This is basically the same procedure used by B. C. French in The l"ung-term Price and Produc-
tion Outlook for Af;ples in the United States and Michigan (Michigan Agri. Exp. Sta. Tech. Bul. 
255; April, 1956). However, the models used in this study to project price and production are 
less refined than those used by French. 
2There are two broad types of pecans. Seedling or native pecan~, arc those produced from un~ 
improved pecan trees. Improved pecans are those produced on trees that have been budded, 
grafted, or top~\\'Orked with stock from named varietie~ of pecan .... 
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Figure I.-Population; and production of all pecans. United States, 1919-1957. Source 
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Figure 2.-Per capita production of all pecans. United States, 1920-1956. Soun·e of 
data: Computed from Appendix Table I. 
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Figure 3.-Production of p<cans, by types. United States, 1919-1957. Source of data: 
Appendix Table II. 
period, the average production of seedling pecans increased from about 
40 million pounds annually to about t\2 million pounds. This represented 
more than a sevenfold increase in the production of improved pecans, 
but only about a tl\·ofold increase in the production of seedlings. Conse-
quently, while imprond pecam reprc-;ented only about 20 percent of 
total United States production in 192-1, they now account for about 47 
percent of the total. 
Net Exports 
Although imports of pecans were substantial in some years during 
the early 1920's, they have seldom accounted for as much as 1.0 percent 
of domestic production since 1 ~)'2/. Bet ween EJ40 and 1954, imports 
varied from 1.2 to less than 0.0:) percent of domestic production annually, 
and averaged only 0.6 percent (Table I) . 
Exports have exceeded ·1.0 percent of domestic production in only 
one year since 1935, the first year for which export data are available. 
Between 1940 and 19511, they varied from 3.9 to less than 0.05 percent 
of production, and ;t\·eraged only 1.7 percent. Thus net exports (exports 
minus imports) averaged only 1.1 percent of domestic production be-
tween 19-10 and 1954. 
Prices 
Oklahoma and nal ional a\erage annual prices received by g;·owers 
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for pecans are shown in Figure 4.:l This figure also shows the actual 
United States price divided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Consumers 
Price Index (1947-49=100). This deflated price is a rough measure of 
the trend in the price of pecans relative to the general price level. 
In the absence of counterbalancing forces, the steady increase in the 
per capita supply of pecans since the 1920's would have resulted in in-
creasing downward pres'iure on pecan prices relative to the general 
price level. Actually, however, while production per capita increased 133 
percent between 1924 and 195'1. the average annual price received by 
growers (deflated by the consumer price index) decreased only 12 per-
cent-from 22.7 to 19.1 cents per pound--between 1926-29 and 1950-54. 
The sale of these Ja·,ger per capita supplies with only a moderate 
decrease in the price of pecans relative to the general price level can be 
explained largely by three main factors. First, disposable real income per 
capita increased from $S!'H in 192-~ to Sl,378 in 1954, an increase of about 
62 percent. Since the demand for pecans is elastic with respect to income, 
the quantity of pecans that would be purchased at a given price would 
increase by a greater percentage than did income with other factors 
affecting demand remaining unchanged." 
A second factor that helps explain the large increase in per capita 
production with onlv a moderate decrease in relative prices is that the 
demand for pecans is abo elastic with respect to price. This means that 
a given percentage increase (or decrease) in production (or quantity 
taken) will result in a smallcr percentage decrease (increase) in price. 
The elasticity of demand was estimated to be --1.4 in this study. 
A third factor that has helped to maintain prices in the face of con-
tinuously increasing per capita supplies is technological improvements 
in processing and distribution. The major technological advancements 
have been improvements in cracking and shelling equipment, in re-
frigerated storage, and in consumer packaging. This has made it possible 
to provide consumers, both household and ins1 itutional, with a de-
pendable supply of a high quality product throughout the year. Un-
doubtedly, this has tended to increase the demand for pecans by those 
already using them and to expand the market to consumers who had not 
previously used pecans to any significant extent. 
It will be noted that the United States average farm pnce for all 
aThe price for all pecans was computed by \Ycighting prices for improved and seedling pecans 
by quantities sold in each year. 
4 In this study the income elasticity of demand was estimated to be 2.9 based on annual data 
1nd caku}ated at the mean of the time series used in the analysis (see page 18). The statement in 
the text Ignores the question of possible differences in income elasticity over various time periods. 
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Table I.-Exports and Imports of Edible Tree Nuts and Percentages 
of Production, United States, 1940 to 19541 
Almonds Filberts 
Exports as a Imports as a .Exports as a Imports as a 
Year Exports!! Imports Per Cent of Per Cent of Exports~ Imports Per Cent of Per Cent of 
Production Production Production I,roduction 
(tons) (tons) (Per Cent)(Per Cent) (tons) (tons) (Per Cent)(Per Cent) 
1940 3.309 22.1 1,672 52.1 
1941 6,205 65.3 92 1.6 
1942 27 1,686 0.1 5.4 11 66 0.3 1.5 
1943 82 18.876 .4 92.1 215 1,173 3.1 16.7 
1944 148 37,577 .5 118.5 249 8,072 3.8 123.8 
1945 160 30.465 .5 95.2 158 11,089 3.0 208.4 
1946 552 15.082 1.2 32.0 232 13,451 2.7 159.2 
1947 378 19,714 1.1 55.2 522 4,664 5.9 53.0 
1948 103 17,156 .3 47.0 195 8.627 3.1 135.2 
1949 210 2,428 .5 5.6 235 7,217 2.1 65.5 
1950 110 20,854 .3 55.3 339 6,190 5.1 92.7 
1951 876 6.054 2.1 14.2 359 8,814 5.2 127.4 
1952 2,594 11,260 7.1 30.9 487 6.591 4.0 53.8 
1953 6,799 11.528 17.6 29.9 250 6:894 5.8 160.3 
1954 8,624 2,204 20.0 5.1 950 8,684 11.0 100.2 
Average 1.590 13.627 4.0 44.9 323 6.220 4.2 90.1 
Pecans Walnut3 
1940 506 179 0.8 0.3 1.948 5,447 3.8 10.7 
1941 282 2 .5 * 2,006 3,322 2.9 4.7 
1942 38 4 * * 360 302 .6 .5 
1943 603 419 .9 .6 1,174 2 1.8 * 
1944 1,976 216 2.8 .3 1.990 26 2.8 * 
1945 2.104 425 3.0 .6 3,502 455 4.9 .6 
1946 1,501 330 3.9 .9 2,826 998 3.9 1.4 
1947 300 692 .5 1.2 2,706 716 4.2 1.1 
1948 826 238 .9 .3 1.377 3,088 1.9 4.3 
1949 1,704 136 2.7 .2 2,063 7,514 2.3 8.5 
1950 880 661 1.4 1.1 1.911 7.726 3.0 12.0 
1951 909 736 1.2 1.0 1.499 8,175 1.9 10.6 
1952 1,150 471 1.6 .6 1,628 8,030 1.9 9.6 
1953 1,486 290 1.4 .3 1,680 8,682 2.8 14.7 
1954 1,630 420 3.6 .9 5,14 7 9,509 6.8 12.6 
Average 1,060 348 1.7 .6 2,121 4.266 3.3 6.1 
1Production, crop year; foreign trade, )'l'ar beginning July 1. Figures on an unshelled basis; 
shelled converted to unshelled basis at ratios of: 
Almonds: 1 to 3.33 
Filberts: 1 to 2.22 through Jf149; in <ubscquent years at I to 2.5 
Pecans: exports at I to 2.5; imports at I to 2.63 
Walnuts: 1 to 2.38. 
2Separately classified into exports and import~ basis on follmving dates: 
Almonds: January I, 1942 
Filberts: January I, 1943 
Pecans: 1935 
Walnuts: July I, 193'>. 
*Less than 0.05 per cent. 
Source: Foreign Agricultural 'J rude, Statistical Handbook, FAS, CSDA, Statistical Bulletin ~o. 
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Figure 4.-United States and Oklahoma farm price of all pecans; and the United 
State's price deflated by the Consumers' Price Index. 1920-1957. Source of data: 
Appendix Tables I and II. 
pecans was higher than the corresponding price in Oklahoma in all 
years except 1956. This was a result primarily of the fact that seedling 
pecans represent a larger percentage of total production in Oklahoma 
than in the nation at large. But it is clear from Figure 4 that the dif-
ference between the Oklahoma and United States farm price has become 
quite small in recent years. This was a result of the smaller price dif-
ferential between the two types of pecans resulting from the increased 
national production o[ improved relative to seedling pecans." \\'hen 
compared by type, Oklahoma and national aycragc farm prices were 
approximately equal. 
Competing 1Vuts 
Pecans are only one of a group of edible tree nuts. \Vhile the indi-
vidual nuts may be best suited for specific uses, most of the nuts can be 
and are used for many of the same purposes. Consequently, it is com-
monly belicYed that the demands for the various edible tree nuts are 
closely interrelated; that is, they arc readily substituted one for the other 
in response to changes in relative prices. 
The nuts which are produced domestically, 111 addition to pecans, 
are walnuts, almonds, and filberts. The nondomestic-type nuts included 
in import data are bratil nuts, cashews, chestnuts, pignolia, pistachio, 
"See .\ppmdix Table II. 
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and miscellaneous tree nuts. These nuts are usually grouped together 
and called "other nuts"" in the various available statistical compilations. 
The total domestic supply of edible tree nuts for any given market-
ing year is composed of domestic production, imports of domestic-type 
and nondomestic-type tree nuts, and stocks of nuts carried over from 
previous seasons. Distribution of the total supply may be divided into 
domestic consumption, exports, and carryover. Each classification may 
be further cliviclecl into its more important utiliLation components or 
by individual nuts. 
Imports of domestic-type nuts, except pecans, are important com-
ponents of the supply of the individual nuts (Table I) . Imports of non-
domestic-type nuts are an important component of the total supply of 
all edible tree nuts. As pointed out earlier, however, imports of pecans 
are of minor importance in the supply picture. On the other hand, the 
volume of exports of tree nuts is relatively unimportant in distribution, 
although in some years mbstantial quantities of some nuts are exported 
(Table I) . Data on carryover stocks are fragmentary and of questionable 
validity. 
Because of the importance of foreign trade in domestic supply and 
utilization of tree nuts other than pecans, apparentn per capita consump-
tion data are usecl to indicate trends in the relative importance of the 
individual nuts and for all tree nuts combined. These data are shown 
in Table 11. It seems unlikely that consumption per capita actually 
varies to the extent indicated by these data. The rather wide changes 
from year to year can he: traced primarily to annual variations in pro-
duction, and to the lack of data on carryover stocks. Changes in carryover 
stocks, moreover, will tend to average out over a period of several years. 
Thus the data probably indicate per capita consumption rather accurate-
ly when averaged over periods of several yea:·s duration. 
In any event, interest at this point is not directed to the details of 
particular years hut to an overall appraisal of significant developments 
in relative consumption of tree nuts over time. For this purpose, SIX-
year averages for two selected periods are used. Table III shows the 
changes "·hich occurred between 1930-35 and 1949-Ei'l. 
Between these two periods, per capita consumption of all tree nuts 
on a shelled basis increa<;ecl from l.OG pounds to l.G I pounds, an increase 
of 52 percent. The consumption of pecans increa·;ed about 52 percent, 
accounting for about 2~? percent of total tree nut comumption in both 
0 Apparent in the sense that the data reflect estimates of production, imports and exports but 
not estimates of carryo\cr storks. The data arc on a shelled basis. 
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Table H.-Apparent Per Capita Consumption of Tree Nuts (Shelled 
Basis), United States, Crop Years, 1919-571 
Crop Year Almonds Filberts Pecans V\Talnuts Other2 Total 
Pec.Jns as 

















































































Pounds Pounds Pounds 
.24 .49 .23 
.04 .31 .36 
.16 .49 .36 
.05 .44 .34 
.19 .42 .39 
.13 .48 .35 
.17 .51 .29 
.30 .37 .35 
.11 .51 .14 
.21 .38 .30 
.16 .44 .23 
.17 .33 .29 
.26 .32 .33 
.20 .36 .27 
.23 .26 .25 
.17 .33 .35 
36 .34 .44 
.17 .28 .47 
.30 .38 .46 
.21 .32 .49 
.27 .38 .46 
.34 .32 .54 
.34 .44 .40 
.23 .35 .14 
.38 .37 .07 
.41 .41 .16 
.37 .38 .24 
.20 .38 .40 
31 .33 .45 
.44 .38 .49 
.31 .41 .53 
.31 .36 .56 
.38 .42 .48 
.36 .42 .49 
.50 .32 .49 
.21 .38 .57 
.33 .42 .58 
.40 .35 .49 

















































































1Crop year beginning July of ) car indicated for tree nuts. Civilian per capita consumption be-
ginning 1941. 
:.Includes the follo\ving nuts: Bra7il, pignolia, pistachc, chestnuts, cashews, and miscellaneous 
tree nuts. 
Source: 1919-5!1: SujJp[ement for 1956 io ConsumjJtion of Food in the United Statrs, 1909-56, 
Agriculture Handbook No. 62 USDA, A~IS, Washington, D. C., September 1957, 
p. 30. 
19:)6-57: Supf;[ernenl for 1957 lo ConsumjJtion of Food in the United States, 1909-52; 
Supplement fur 1957 to Agricuiture Handbook So. 62, GSDA, Al\!S, Washington, 
D. C., August 1958, p. 9. 
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Table 111.-Edible Tree Nuts: Per Capita Consumption and Percentage 
Change Between the Periods 1930-35 and 1949-54, (Six-Year Averages) 
Period Almonds I~ilberts Pecans 'Valnuts Other Total 
1930-35 
Pounds per capita .15 .04 .23 .32 .32 1.06 
Pctcent of total 14.2 3.7 21.7 30.2 30.2 100.0 
1949-54 
Pounds per capita .27 .08 .35 .39 .52 1.61 
Percent of total 16.8 4.9 21.6 24.2 32.5 100.0 
Percentage increase 80.0 100.0 52.2 21.9 62.5 51.9 
Source: Computed hom Table li 
periods. The largest percentage increase m consumption occurred in 
filberts, although they ;.till represented only four percent of total con-
sumption in 1919-5·1. Consumption of "other nuts" increased about 62 
percent and thus accounted for a slightly larger percentage of total con-
sumption in 19-19-54 than in 1930-35. Consumption of almonds increased 
80 percent and thereby increased their share of the total market from 
I 4 to I 7 percent. Consumption of walnuts decreased 22 percent and 
accounted for only 24 percent of total consumption in 1949-54 com-
pared with 30 percent in 19cW-35. 
In summary, these data show that pecans have maintained their 
same percentage share of a larger total market between the two periods 
under consideration, while almonds, filberts, and "other nuts" have in-
creased their share at the expeme of walnuts. At the same time, prices 
of pecans increased relative to walnuts and filberts and remained vir-
tually unchanged relati \·e to almonds. Data on prices of nondomestic-
type nuts arc not available. Thus the substantial increases in per capita 
supplies of pecans during the past three decades have been marketed 
with only a moderate decrease in the price of pecans relative to the 
general price level, but apparently with a moderate price increase rela-
tive to prices of other tree nuts. 
Statistieal Analysis of Faetors 
Affeeting Peean Priees 
Pecan prices are determined in a market that for all practical pur-
poses is characterized b) conditions approximating those of pure compe-
tition. Under such conditions prices are determined by the interaction of 
the market demand for and supply of pecans. In order to project future 
trends in pecan prices it is necessary to (I) identify the major factor.> 
and forces affecting demand and supply. (2) measure their interrela-
tionships, and (3) parcel out the net effect of each factor on price. In 
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this section a statistical analysis of the factors affecting pecan prices is 
presented, and the way in which the analysis can be used to guage the 
price outlook in the years ahead is illustrated. 
The supply of pecans in any given year consists of production, 
carryover stock<;, and net imports (which may be negative). Each of 
the components of supply is influenced by different forces or to a dif-
ferent degree depending upon the length of time under consideration. 
Production is the most important component of supply. ln any 
given year, production is determined by yields, and year-to-year changes 
in production are caused primarily by changes in yields. As is well known, 
pecan yields follow a pronounced two-year cycle usually referred to as 
alternate-year bearing. Although little is known of the basic causes for 
this phenomenon, it is clearly not related to current or lagged economic 
variables. 
Year-to-year changes in carryover stocb may have an important in-
fluence on available supplies in any given year, but they do not influence 
supplies over a period of several years. The same is true for imports and 
exports in the absence of long-term trends in one or the other, or both. 
Hence, over the longpull, the supply of pecans consists largely of 
production. The average level o[ production over time is influenced by 
such factors as cultural practices, disease and insect control, development 
of better yielding varieties, and a larger production base.' 
The demands for pecans is determined by four major factors: ( J) 
population, (2) tastes and preferences of consumers, (3) the level and 
distribution of consumer incomes, and (4) the availability or prices of 
substitute commodities. These are the factors that form the environment 
that conditions and determines the level and shape of the demand curve 
or schedule, and changes in these factors manifest themselves in shifts 
m the demand curve and possibly also in its shape. 
In this study, the factors found to be of primary importance in ex-
plaining variations in annual prices received by farmers for all pecans 
7In the case of impron_·d pecan<; planled in groH'S, a larger production base is likely to mean 
increased number-; of trees. In the case of nat in· pecans, where a large percentage of the < rop is 
produced under noncultivated gro\'e conditions, there rna} be an inn·r-se relationship between the 
number of trees and total production. The total production may be increased substantially by 
thinning existing trees. Even in this case, however, after some level of total production from 
existing trees is achiered, increased production will require an increase in the total number of 
trees. 
S..The term demand as used here refers to a :-..chedulc or curve or function shmving the n~lation 
between alrernatiw_· prices of pecan'i and the corre~ponding quantities of pecans that will be pur· 
chased at each alterll:Jtive price. The prices and quantities defining the schedule refer to a spe-
cific market area <1nd a specific time period, with all other factors affecting demand remaining 
unchanged. Statistically, it is the net re~ation bct\\een price and quantity with the influence of 
other major factors <Jffccting de111and being mcasutTd and parcelled out. The terms demand 
schedule, demand cunc, and demand function arc used interchangeablY in this report. 
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m the United States were (1) the supply of pecans per capita, (2) dis-
posable national income per capita, and (3) a linear trend. 
Although it was expected that pecan prices would be influenced 
by supplies of other tree nuts, several analyses failed to yield any statis-
tically significant relations between supplies of competing nuts and 
pecan prices. 
Method Used 
The single equation method of least squares regression was used 
to estimate the coefficients connecting the variables. As is well known, 
this procedure yields unbiased estimates of structural parameters only 
if all explanatory (independent) variables are predetermined. This 
raises a number of que~.t ions with respect to the supply variable used 
in this analysis. 
As defined in this >tudy, supply is equal to harvested production 
plus imports minus exports. lt seems clear that actual production in the 
current season as contra~.ted to the quantity harvested, is not influenced 
by prices prevailing during the season and is, therefore, predetermined. 
The actual quantity harvested, however, may be affected to some extent 
by prices prevailing during the harvesting season. That is, when pecan 
prices are relatively high, a more thorough job of harvesting may be 
accomplished than when prices are relatively depressed, especially in the 
native pecan growing areas. Since data on quantities produced but not 
harvested are not available, it was impossible to explore this problem 
further. 
A second problem involved in the definition of supply concerns 
carryover stocks from production in previous years as a component of 
market supply in the current year. The quantity carried over in any 
given year and changes in carryover from year to year may be influenced 
significantly by current price. l!nfortunately, adequate data on carry-
over stocks of pecans are not available and could not be taken into 
account in the study. However, since the major objective of this study 
is long-term projection rather than year-to-year prediction, this does 
not appear to be a serious shortcoming. The effects of excluding stocks 
from the supply variable will be reflected in the unexplained residuals 
ancl the coefficient of multiple determination. This will affect the 
standard error of estimate but not necessarily the coefficient connecting 
price and supply. To the extent that changes in the level of carryover 
stocks are predominantly random variations, uninfluenced by current 
price and independent of other explanatory variables, the coefficient 
will be unbiased. 
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In any event, variations in stocks do not influence the level of sup-
plies over a period of several years. Thus, even if the coefficient con-
necting price and supply based on annual data is biased in the technical 
sense, the bias "·ill lJc of little significance in projecting long-term trends 
in prices. 
A third problem involves treating the quantity of pecans imported 
and exported as predetermined. In a free market the quantity of ex-
ports and imports ;mel average farm prices would be determined simul-
taneously. This would imply the need for a system of equations to be 
wived simultaneously. Actually, however, the quantity of imports and 
exports of pecans are influenced importantly by various trade restric-
tions.n Moreover, they are relatively unimportant quantitative com-
ponents of the total market supply of pecans. To treat imports ancl ex-
ports as predetermined appears in the main to be satisfactory. To do so 
implies that exporting a given quantity of pecans will, by removing that 
quantity from the domestic market, have the same effect on price as an 
equivalent decrease in production. Conversely, it implies that a given 
quantity imported, by adding to the domestic market supply, will have 
the same effect on price as an equivalent increase in production. 
Clearly, national disposable income is predetermined. Time is in-
cluded as a shift v;triable to represent the combined influence of omitted 
variables th;tt cause the demand for pecans to change smoothly and 
slowly over time. In this analysis the coefficient on the time variable 
may reflect to some extent effects of increasing supplies of other edible 
tree nuts over the period analyzed. Rut this causes no difficulty, since 
for all practical purposes supplies of competing nuts are predetermined 
also. 
The Algebraic Form, of the Equation 
In this study, an equation linear in the variables was used because 
it implies that the price elasticity of demand varies with price in such 
a way that the hi~her is price the more elastic is demand "·ith respect 
to price. The form also permits, within limits and under certain condi-
tions, the eLhticity of demand with respect to income to decrease as in-
come increases.H' 
The Basic Data and Time Period Used 
The statistical analysis was based on annual data for the years 1922 
through 1956, omitting the war years 1942-45. 
The price and supply data refer to the average United States pnce 
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received by producers for and the net supply (harvested production plus 
imports minus exports) of all pecans on a crop-year basis. The income 
series is the Department of Commerce's series of total national disposable 
incr·~1e on a calendar-year basis converted to an index (194 7-49= I 00) . 
To adjust for the influence of changes in the general price level, the 
price and income series were deflated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics' 
Consumer Price Index (1947-49=100). To adjust for changes in popu-
lation, the income and supply data were deflated by total population 
in the United States on July l, including Armed Forces overseas. Table 
IV shows the Yariablcs used and the computed annual average prices 
based on this analysis. 
The Empirical Results 
The least square re1~ression equation derived from these data for 
1922-1956 (omitting 1942-45) 1s: 
X 1=2.6549-2Ui3:)0 X 2+0.5L100 X:~-0.5989 X 4 
(6.0896) (6.6005) (3.6226) 
R2=0.782 d=Ui2 
where: X 1=U. S. a\erage farm price of pecans (cents per pound), de-
flated by the CPI (1~)17-1~)=100) 
X 2=U. S. net supply of pecans (pounds per capita) 
X:1=index of per capita disposable income (1947-49=100), de-
flated by the CPI (1947-49= 100) 
X 4=time (1922==1). 
The figures in parentheses below the coefficients are t-ratios. The 
coefficients on supply and income have the expected sign. All coeffi-
cients are significantly different from 1ero at the one percent probability 
Ofor example, see Foreign Agrkulture Service~ USDA, Prospects for Foreign Trade in Jtruits, 
Vegetables and Tree Nuts, januarv, 19S9. 
lOlf the constant term in the ner statistical relation between quantity and income i-; negative, 
demand with respect to income is clastic and will decrease as income increases and approach 
unitary elasticity as a limit as income becomes larger and larger. On the other hand, if the con-
stant term is positive, demand w:lth respect to income is inelastic and \vill increase as income 
increases but will again approach unitary ebqidty as income becomes larger and larger. By 
using· the net statistical relation between consumption and income, thic:: can be demonstrated as 
follows: C==ait + bl, where C is consumption, I is income, b is net effect of I on C, and a* i:; 
the con'ltant term adjusted fur the level of other v:triables. Then the income elasticity of demand 





-=b- . Substituting for C we obtain: C1 
c c 
bl 
The above statements follow from this expres..,ion. The fir.,t Hateult'nt is 1imited, of course, to 
those levels of income such that /a"*/< bi. 
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Table IV.-All Pecans, United States: Actual and Computed Annual 
Average Price Received by Farmers and Related Variables, 1922:-56 
Omitting 1942-45 
Crop Season A vcragc Supply 1 ndex of Disposable 
17 
Yc:-ar Price Per Pound Per Capita:1 Income Per Capita4 Time 
ActuaP Computed~ (194 7 -49= I 00) 
(X,) (X) (X,) (X,) 
---~- ---~---~-~-- -------
cents cents pounds percent 
1922 37.01 32.66 .13 61.7 
1923 26.47 25.90 .53 66.3 2 
1924 32.01 30.08 .36 68.4 3 
1925 29.47 26.9~ .46 67.9 4 
1926 20.63 19.48 .83 69.8 5 
1927 27.76 30.13 .31 69.9 6 
1928 22.65 25.43 .57 72.9 7 
1929 20.05 28.28 .-H 74.1 8 
1930 20.87 23.75 .47 67.8 9 
1931 12.00 15.61 .72 63.8 10 
1932 10.27 14.86 .5.1 56.7 II 
1933 14.47 11.96 .63 55.9 12 
1934 22.03 17.6+ .45 60.3 13 
1935 11.58 7.17 .98 63.2 14 
1936 20.91 21.1 i .45 69.1 15 
1937 12.54 1:U:1 .82 71.3 16 
1938 15.59 18.03 .55 69.2 17 
1939 16.33 15.52 .73 72.9 18 
1940 14.86 12.35 .93 76.1 19 
1941 16.38 15.25 .91 81.9 20 
1946 40.53 32.8i .52 104.6 25 
1947 23.66 2:3.45 .84 100.8 2G 
1948 11.96 14.25 1.19 99.2 27 
1949 18.57 22.12 .82 100.0 28 
1950 28.02 24.21 8'-' \04.9 29 
1951 17.84 18.17 1.0 I 102.6 30 
1952 19.47 19.24 .96 103.4 31 
1953 14.25 12.45 1.33 106.8 32 
1954 24.91 28.39 .57 107.1 33 
1955 28.73 24.50 .89 \13.8 34 
1956 15.92 21.96 1.02 115.6 35 
11leflatcd by the CPl. 
:.:computed from the Pquation giH'Il in the text. 
:~Production plus imports minus exports di,idcd b~ July I population (Appendix Table ]). 
4 lndex of dbpo~able income per < apit<1 ( 1947--!9-= I 00) deflated by the CPI ( 1947-19=-1 00). 
l Aupc:-ndix Table 1). 
level. The R~ of 0.7H indicates that the three independent variables ex-
plained 7H percent of the annual variation in pecan prices. \Vhile not 
exceptionally high, this is satisfactory for the purposes of this analysis. 
The Durbin-\'\'atson ;,tatistic, d, of 1.62 indicates that the hypothesis 
of no serial correlation in the unexplained re:;iduals is accepted. 11 Other 
statistical coefficients relating to this equation are shown be!ow. 1 ~ 
11.). Durbin and G. S. Watson, ··1 e<ing for Serial Correlation in Least Squares Regression, 11," 
Riornelrika, Vol. 38 (19:)1), pp, F1D-l'iK. 
l::lS 1 . 23 ,1 ==~L7~); r 21._,. 01 ---'"-0,:J79; r::l:t·::t 0.()17: r:! 1 ~.:!:.;-- 0.~127. 
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The coefficient attached to the supply variable indicates that a 
change of 0.1 pound pell capita in the supply of pecans results in an 
average change in the opposite direction of 2.16 cents per pound in the 
farm price of all pecans (with the other factors held constant). The 
average effect of a chan§~e of one point in the index of real disposable 
income per capita (with the other factors included in the analysis held 
constant) was a change in the same direction of about 0.5 cent per 
pound in the farm price of pecans. The coefficient on X 4 indicates that 
with no change in per capita supply and income the farm price of pecans 
decreased an average of about 0.6 cent per pound per year. 
Coefficients of price flexibility and elasticity of demand were calcu-
lated at the means of the series. The flexibility of price with respect to 
supply is -0.727. Thus a 10 percent change in per capita supply was 
associated with a seven percent change in price in the opposite direction. 
The flexibility of price with respect to income is 2.099, indicating that 
a one percent change in the income index was associated with a two 
percent change in farm prices in the same direction. The inverse of 
the coefficient of price nexibility with respect to supply provides an 
estimate of the price ela~;ticity of demand of --1.376. The income elas-
ticity implied by the equation is 2.892Y1 
Graphic Representation 
Figure 5 .-;hows graphically the average net statistical relations be-
tween price and each of the independent variables. Panel A shows the 
relationship between price and per capita supply after allowing for 
changes in the level of real disposable income per capita and the esti-
mated trend in the demand for pecans. Panel B shows the relationship 
between prices and the index of disposable income per capita in 1947-49 
dollars after adjusting prices for changes in per capita supply and esti-
mated trend. Panel C shows the estimated trend in demand over time 
after allowing for changes in per capita income ancl supply. The points 
plotted about the line., of average net relationships are the differences 
between the actual price and the price estimated from the equation for 
the indicated years. Panel D shows actual prices and prices estimated 
from the regression equation for the years included in the analysis. 
t::Thcsc estimates of price and income elasticities ~rc ;llmost identical to those obtained by Lerner 
in a detailed, unpublished study based on the simultaneous equation estimating procedure and 
using both arithmetic and logarithmic equations. Elliott B. Lerner, "An Econometric Analysis of 
the Demand for Pecans with Special Reference to Demand Interrelationships Among Domesti< 
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Graphic Illustration of Shifts in the Demand Curve 
and Its Use in Estimating Price 
21 
The concept of a demand curve, the implicatimb of shifts in the 
curve in response to a change in one or more of ih determinants, and 
the analyt ica I usefulness of statistical estimates of demand rei at ionships 
are illustrated in Figure h. The figure is constructed on the basis of the 
price-estimating equation discussed above and u-.ing actual numerical 
information for the years 1950 and 1959. 
The average annual Cnited States price received by farmers for 
all pecans, expressed in cents per pound and in terms of the 1947-49 
price level, is measured on the vertical axis. Production of all pecans in 
the United States, in million.-. of pounds and adjusted for net foreign 
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Figure 6-The 19.~0 and 1959 demand curves for pecans and the effect of changes in 
shift variables.* 
*Extreme <:tution mu-;t ht' u.,cd in estimating· the probable \;Jluc of the dl'pendL'Bt variahk 
(price) for combin;1tion" of \';tlut:'s of the independent \ari;thln outside the rzuq~e of these 
used in t·stim;lting- the rcgrc~-.;inn equation. For example, Figure (i, and the equat:on upon 
\Vhich it is IJ<l"cd, callnot be interpreted as meaning that priu· would be !educed to zt:'ro if 
actual production were sufficiently large that the appropriate demand curve in the figure 
\Vottld decline to zero if extended. Such a value for production in combination \Vith ohscfved 
va!ucs of income, population, and the general price level is clearly outside the range of 
values used in estimating the equation. Sec, .\1ordecai Eiek.iel, 1\Iethods vf Correlation _-/na!r,,is: 
scmnd ed. (:'\ew York: john Wiln & Sons. Inc. 1~1411. pp. 347-349. 
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trade, IS shown on the horizontal axis. Thus, the demand curves illus-
trated here refer to the l! ni ted States domestic market with the unit of 
time being one year. 
The demand curves m the diagram have the following meaning: 
The curve designated 19.50 (actual) is the estimated net relationship be-
tween price and quantity adjusted to the 1950 level of income, popula-
tion, ancl estimated trend. Between 1950 and 1959 the nation's popu-
lation increased from IS 1. 7 million to 176.R million. The 1959 (A) de-
mand curve shows how the 1950 curve shifts when adjusted to the 1959 
population assuming no changes in other factors affecting demand. 
However, the index of real disposable income per capita (1947-49=100) 
increased from 106.7 in l9:JO to 12l.R in 19.59. The 1959 (B) demand 
curve shows the 1950 curve adjusted both for the change in population 
and the change in income per capita. Finally, the 1959 (Actual) demand 
curve is the 1950 curve adjusted for the estimated downward trend in 
demand from 1950 to 19.5~1 as well as for the 1959 level of population and 
income. The 1959 (Actual) demand curve is the relevant cune from 
which to estimate expected farm prices in 1959 corresponding to crops 
of various sizes. 
The use of the demand curves shown in the diagram may be illus-
trated in the following way: Actual net supply of all pecans in 1950 was 
124.3 million pounds, or O.R2 pounds per capita. Given the 1950 
(Actual) demand curve, this quantity of pecans would have resulted in 
an expected farm price in EH7-49 dollars of 25.2 cents per pound_14 The 
actual farm price in 1950 in terms of the 194 7-49 price level was 2R.O 
cents per pound. 
In 1959, the December estimate of total production was 127.5 million 
pounds. Assume that imports and exports are equal. According to the 
1959 (Actual) demand curve, the expected farm price is 30.1 cents per 
pound in 1947-49 dollars. This is equivalent to 37.3 cents per pound in 
terms of the 1959 price levelY' 
Consider a final exarnple. The largest crop of pecans on record was 
that of 1953 when 211.2 million pounds of all pecans were harvested. 
The net supply was 21l.B million pounds. The average farm price was 
HThe expected price in this and the foll0wing example' is found as follows: Draw a line from 
the point on the quantity axis corresponding to 124.3 million pounds. This 1ine will intcrset the 
19:)0 (Actual) demand curve at point A. From point A draw a horizontal line to the vertical 
(price) axis. This line intersects tht: pr:ce axis at 2:).2 cents (allowing for minor inaccuracies 
in the construction of the diagram.) 
1·--;Since 19~7. the preliminary e~·timate of production issued in December has averaged about 
six million pounds Jess than the fmal estimate of production issued in the following .July. The 
demand curYes a:-c estimated using the final estimate of production. In addition, exports have 
exceeded impor~s hy about orw percent on the a\erage. If these adjustments were taken int·) ac-
count. the expected farm price would be reduced by ahout 1.0 cent, from 37.3 to 36.3 cents per 
pound in terms of the 1959 price level. 
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16.3 cents per pound, or H.:; cents per pound in terms of 1947-49 dollars. 
vVhat would be the expected farm price of a crop of this size in 1959? 
Assume that imports and exports were the same as they were in 1953, 
that is, that the net supply was 211.8 million pounds. Then the expected 
farm price woultl be almost 20.0 cents per pound in terms of the Jq±7--El 
price level or almost 25.0 cents in tc:m-; of the 1959 price level. 
Projection of Production and Other 
Exogenous Variables 
In the price estimating equation, production and net exports of 
pecans, population, the general price level, an<l disposable national in-
come were taken to be independent of pecan prices. These exof!;enous 
variables, or combinations of them, must be projected sparately before 
pecan pnces can be projected. 
Population 
The U. S. Bureau of the Census makes periodic projections of popu-
lation based on alternati\e sets of assumptions regarding birth and 
death rates and net migration. One such set of projections is shown in 
Table V.H• The uncertainty of these projections is suggested by the 
wide range between the highest and lowest projection for 1 ()7 5. AI though 
there is considerable difficultY in choosing the most reasonable projec-
t ion, the projections given by Series AA and Series A were used in this 
study.17 Estimates lor individual years were obtained by linear interpo-
lation. 
Disposable Real Income Per Capita 
Figure 7 shows the index of United Stales disposable income per 
Table V.-Ccnsus Bureau Projections of Total United States PopULlation 
(Including Armed Forces Overseas) 
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Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Pojmlalion Reports. Series P-25, ~o. 123, October 20, 
1955. 
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Fig·urc 7.-Postwar l'nitcd States disposable income per capita projected to 197'> in 
1947-49 dollars. 
capita (1947-49=100) for the pmtwar )Cars both in current dollars and 
in constant 19-17-49 dollar;. The index of per capita income is projected 
to 1975 in terms of the I CJ17-49 price level. Two projections are made: 
the "high" projection is represented by the equation: 
log X::= I.~JH74+0.007H95 (t) , 
where X 3 is the index of disposable income per capita (EJ-17-49=100) de-
flated by the CPl (I~H/-49=100), and L is time in years (1947=1). The 
parameters are estimated from annual data for the 13 years I ~H7 through 
1959. This equation implies an annual increase of about 1.9 percent 
in the index of real per capita income or an increase of about 30 percent 
between 1959 and I ~75. 
The "low" projection wa-; chosen arbitrarily to reflect an annual in-
crease of 1.0 percent in the index ol income. It is represented b) the 
equation: 
log X:1= 1.98711-: 0.004?32 (t) . 
This implies an increase 1n real disposable income per capita of about 
]() percent between 1959 and 197.'l. 
1':For a discussion of the Yarious assumpt:ons underlying these projection:-., see U. S. Bure;IU of 
the Census, Current Pojm!ution R('jJOrts, Series Jl"2.~: :\o. 123 (October 20, 19;)5) and No. 7H 
(August 21, 1953). 
l7ActuallY, the projections shown in Table IV have ~incc been revised upward. The revised pro~ 
jections range from a low of 216 mlllion to a high of 2-H million in 1975. Nevertheless, Series AA 
and Series A were used in this study for two reasons. First, Series AA projection for 1975 is 
about midwav bct'iveen the highcs·: and lowest projection for 1975 contained in the revision. 
Second, and of a more pragmatic nature, certain ealcu1ations required to usc the projections in 
this study had prcYiously been made for use in ano~her study. Because of the uncertainty attached 
to the separate projections. it was not consirlt'rerl worthwhile to makt> thf' additional calculations. 
It should be noted, hO\H'\tT, that current estimates of population-180.:'") million for July, 19()0-
arc s~ightly above those implied by the Series AA projection. Sel' L. S. Bureau of the Census, 
Currnl/ Populati-on ill'jmrf>;, Snics P-2S, 1\"t;. lt--:7 (Dl'(t'mhcr 10, l~j:JH) for the revised projcltions. 
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Thi-, is, of cour-,e, an exceedingly simple model for projecting an 
economic variable tlMt is determined by so many complex and interre-
lated factors. Of itself, however, simplicity does not necessarily detract 
from the usefulness or validity of the projections. At least two points 
may he made in defense of the model. From the pragmatic point of 
view, the equation describe., the 1947-5<) data quite :atisfactorily. More 
impmtautly, however, the projections arc in essential agfeement with 
those made by other analysts based on highly refined and detailed con-
siderations of the complex forces uuderlying the determination of na-
tional income. 1 ~ 
Net Exports 
During the 1 ~!50's, net exports (exports minus importo) of pecans 
have averaged a little more than one million pounds annually.Ul This 
represented a little less than one percent of domestic production. It was 
arbitrarily assumed that net exports of pecans would continue to average 
one percent of domestic production per year through 1975. 
Since total production is increasing, a slowly increa-;ing quantity of 
exports is anticipated by this model. It might be argued that a more 
realistic estimate would be ;t continuation of the current level of ex-
ports. However, except for an estimated production ol about liYe million 
pounds in Mexico, the Cnited States is the only producer of pecans. 
Hence, with generally rising real incomes and living standards abroad, 
the increase in exports implied here mav not be unreasonable. 
Production 
Figure 8 shows annual production of all pecans in the United States 
for the years 1~!21) to 1957 and two :dternative projections of production 
to 1975. Projection I was based on a linear trend in total production 
calcu latetl from annual data for the vears 19:!0 through 1957. The trend 
line is represented by the following equation: 
P=~7,-lfi3.G+3.!i01.5 (t), 
where P represents total linited States production of all pecans (1,000 
pounds), and t represents time in years (1920=--=l). 
1~Sec, for <:\.ample, Reo,;: J. Dalcv, ""Jlw Long-Run lkmand for Farm Product....'" f,!.!.Ticuftura/ 
Economics l(esearrh, Vol. VIII, 0:o. :~ (Julv. 19:'J6), pp. 73-~H; :r\orman R. Collins and CcoTgc L. 
_,\fchrcn, "Demand Functions ;mJ Prospects"; Chap. 4 in Far] 0. Heady, c/. al. (Ed.), .-lgrinll~ 
tum{ .-Jdjustment l,roblems in a Gmzving Enmom_'\' (Ames: lm\·a State College Press, 19.38)·. 
1!1.-\ppendix Table I. 
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Figure 8~-United States production of all pecans 1925-1957, with projections to 1975. 
The linear trend seems to be quite reasonable for projection over 
the rela1ivcly short period of 15 years to 1~05. It results in a projection 
of total production of 1 q3, 211, and 2~\0 million pounlls in I ~Hi5, 1970 
and 1975, respectively. From the pragmatic point of view, the trend 
adequately describes historical cl:anges in production. Between 1 ~J20 and 
1957 there is no observable tendency toward nonlinearity or of change 
in the direct ion of trend. Theoretically, there are no apparent reasons 
·why the basic causes of the past and present trend should cease to operate 
as before over the vcars em cred by the projections. Thus, neither the 
empirical evidence nor logical reasons indicate that either the rate or 
direction of trend are likely to change m·er the period under considera-
tion. 
Nevertheless, the linear projection of production and projections of 
population based on Series :\A and A imply a rather abrupt slowing 
down of the historical increase in per capita supply. Projection 2 was 
made, therefore, to investigate the probable effect on price should per 
capita sujJply continue to increase up to 1975 as it did between 1920 and 
1957. 
Projection 2 was based on the linear trend in per capita production 
calculated from annual data for the years 1920 through 1957 and pro-
jected population. The trend in per capita production is represented by 
the following equation: 
P=.3136+0.0l90 (t), 
where P is per capita production of all pecans m poumh, and t is time 
in years (191~)=1). Projection 2 was then obtained by multiplying the 
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estin1ated per capita production and population projection "A" for each 
year. This results in a projection of a total production of 310 million 
pounds of pecans in 1975, and a per capita production of 1.4 pounds. 
Since there appear to be logical limits to per capita consumption of 
pecans, it would seem to be somewhat unreasonable to expect per capita 
supply to continue to increase by a constant amount each year. More-
over, close examination of Figure 3, which shows the trend in per capita 
production from 19FJ to 1957, indicates that increases in per capita pro-
duction may be slowing down to some extent. Thus, a curve that at 
some point increases at a decreasing rate and approaches some saturation 
or maximum level may reflect more accurately the future trend in per 
capita production than doe; the linear equation. Certainly, it has a 
more solid theoretical basis. 
Nevertheless, for reasons that will be discmsed more fully below, 
the projections based on the linear trend in per capita production will 
be used in some of the price project ions. 
Figure 9 sh<m.-, the actual per capita supply of :ill pecans in the 
United States for the postwar years, and projections to 1975 based on 
alternative assumptions. 
The upper projection was based on the linear trend in per capita 
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Figure 9.-Per capita supply of all pecans projected to 1975. 
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production (Figure 9) . Xo allowance was made for imports and exports. 
Projection "A"' was calculated from the linear projection of total produc-
tion-projection 1, Figure 9-acljmted for estimated net exports and 
projected population based on Series A. Projection "AA" was calculated 
from the same supply projection as was "A"" but using the higher popu-
lation projection based on Series AA. 
Projection of Pecan Prices to 1975 
For the purpose of projecting pecan prices, all explanatory variables 
in the price estimating equation are assumed to be exogenous. That is, 
future pecan prices depend upon the values of factors that are not, in 
turn, influenced by pecan prices. Alternative projections of the exogenous 
variables were described in the preceding section. Because of the un-
certainty attached to these projections, the long-term trend in prices was 
estimated for several combinations of projections of exogenous variables. 
This makes it possdJle to evaluate the probable effect of situations not 
specifically analyzed. 
Six specific projections of price were made. The projections of exo-
genous variables upon which each of the price projections was made are 
as follows: 
Situation I 
Disposable income (:·eal, per capita): High projection (Figure 7) 
Population: Series .-\A (Table lV) 
Production (per capita): Projection "AA" (Figure 9) 
Situation 2 
Disposable income (real, per capita): Low projection (Figure 7) 
Population: Series AA (Table IV) 
Production !per capita): Projection "AA" (Figure 9) 
Situation 3 
Disposable income (real, per capita) : High projection (Figure 7) 
Population: Series .\A (Table IV) 
Production (per capita) : Projection "A" (Figure 9) 
Situation-! 
Disposable income (real, per capita) : Low projection (Figure 7) 
Population: Series A (Table IV) 
Production (per capita) : Projection "A" (Figure 9) 
Situation 5 
Disposable income (real, per capita) : High projection (Figure 7) 
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Production (per capita) : Linear trend (Figure 9) 
Situa I ion !> 
Disposable income (real, per capita) : Low projenion (Figure 7) 
Production (per capita): Linear trend (Figure ~)) 
Szunmary of Price Projections 
Projections based on four of these six situation-, are shown in Figure 
10. The number attached to each projection refers to the situation of 
the same number underlying the projections. Projections are made in 
terms of the 1959 price level. It is a-;sumed that any change in the general 
price level will be accompanied by a similar change in the actual price 
of pecans. Thus, if the general price level continues to rise, actual prices 
in current dollars will probably be higher than those projected. Sharp 
inflation or prolonged deprc-.sion may invalidate this assumption. 
lt should be emphasized that these projections are based on average 
annual supply as represented by the projections of supply. Hence, the 
projections of price represent the long-term trend in the average level 
of prices. Actual production will, of course, fluctuate from year to year 
-and fluctuate widely. i\Ioreover, there will be year-to-year changes in 
carryover stocks and net foreign trade that will influence aclual annual 
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Figure 10.-United States average farm price of ail p£cans in 1959 dollars fm a crop 
of average size, projected to 1975. 
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annual demand. Such changes arc not reflected in these projections. In 
response to these changes, actual annual prices will fluctuate around the 
projected level (Figure IO). 
Evaluation of Price Projections 
Situation 1 reflects a yery favor;thle outlook for pcc:m prices. Jn fact. 
the liklihood of the simultaneous realization of the set of conditions 
underlying projection I seems small. Hence, projection I probably repre-
sents the upper boundary of any realistic projection of future prices. 
There are at least two reasons for this, even if real income continues to 
increase at the relatively high postwar annual rate. First, if pecan prices 
actually increase in line \\·ith projection 1, it seems reasonable to assume 
that production may increase somewhat faster than that indicated by 
the linear produnion in Figure 1-\. Thus, per capita -.upplies would be 
larger than indicated for situation l. rc :ulting in a do11·nwanl pre,sure 
on prices. Second, if population should increase at a somewhat slower 
rate, supply per capita could be larger ami prices lowe;·. Another reason 
for believing that projection 1 may be somewlnt optimistic is that such 
an increase in pecan prices may result in larger supplie; of competing 
nuts. This could result in a more pronounced dowm1·ard shift in the 
demand for pecans than that indicated bv the coefficient on the trend 
Yariable. 
Situation 6 seems to represent an excessively pessimistic set of con-
ditions. Projection 6, therefore, probably represents the lower limit of 
any realistic projection of future prices. As a matter of fact, the set of 
conditions underlying situation (i would appear to be even less likely 
to occur than those underlying situation 1. The belief that projection 6 
ha.-, a very low probability is ba-,ccl primarily on the assumption t:Jat a 
linear tren<l in per capita production is unrealistic. It will be recalled, 
moreover, that no allowance was made [or exports in defining net per 
capita supply in this case. Another reason for believing that projection 
6 may be too low is that for this projection it was assumed that real per 
capita income ,,·ould increase at only about one-half its postwar r<ttc. 
Some insights regarding the effect-, on the projections of price of 
modifications in the conditions underlying the projections can be ob-
tained by analyzing the conditions underlying the intermediate price 
projections and comparing them with situations 1 and 6. Projections 3 
and 4 are not shown in Figure I 0. If plotted on the graph, however, 
projection 3 would be parallel to and lie about 0.:) cent per pound be-
low projection I, and projection 1 mnt!d be parallel to and lie about 
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0.5 cent per pound below projection :2. 
The only difference in the conditions underlying projections I and 
2 is that the high income projection is assumed for 1 and the lower 
projection for 2 (Figure 7) . The same is true for projections 5 and 6. 
Consequently, if income increases at an intermediate rate, projection I 
would be lower and projection 6 would be higher. Also, if production 
increases more rapidly than indicated by the linear trend in total pro-
duction but less rapidly than indicated by the linear trend in per capita 
production (Figure 8) , price projection l would be lower and price 
projection 6 would be higher. It seems reasonable to assume that either 
income or production or both are likely to increase at some rate inter· 
mediate between the projections shown in Figures 7 and 8. Any of these 
eventualities would cause estimated long-term average prices to converge 
on projections 2 and 5 (Figure 10). 
Based on the foregoing subjective evaluation, price projection.s 2 
and 5 would seem to have the greatest likelihood of being realized and 
the probability that the trend in prices will be somewhat aboye these 
proje<tions is greater than the probability that it will be below these 
projections. Hence, the analysis suggests that future pecan prices are 
likely to center in the central or upper portion of the range indicated 
by the shaded area in Figure 10. 
Sum1nary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to summarize some past trends in the 
pecan industry and to project total production and average Lmn prices 
of all pecans in the United States to the year 1975. Two separate pro-
jections of total production and six separate projections of prices were 
made. These projections are not to be viewed as forecasts, but as esti-
mates based on reasonable alternative sets uf assumptions. Obviously, no 
objective probability statements can be attached to the projections. It 
is believed, however, that the projections demarcate the most likely 
range of trends in production and price between 19fi0 and 197!5. The 
projections of price are in terms of the 1 ~!59 price le\·el. 
The projections indicate that trends in total production and net 
supply of all pecans will continue upward and will probably range be-
tween 230 and 310 million pounds annually by 1975. Compared with 
the average production of about 155 million pounds in the mid-1950's, 
this would represent an increase of between 50 and 100 percent by 1975. 
Census Bureau projections of population used in this study indicate 
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that we will have between 222 and 22H million people in the United 
States in 1975. This represents an increase of about 25 to 27 percent 
over the 179 million population in January, 1960. If these projections 
of population and production materialize, the per capita supply of 
pecans will range between .95 aml 1.40 in 1975. 
The index of per capita disposable income (l947-4~l=l00) in 
terms of the 1917-49 price level is projected to range between 144 and 
165 in 1975 compared wid1 an index of 122 in 1959. This represents an 
increase of between 1R and ~)CJ percent oyer 1959. 
1£ the projections summarized here are approximately reali1ed and 
there are no substantial changes in the influence of the explanatory 
variables on pecan prices, the trend in pecan price is expected to range 
between -16 cents per pound under the most favorable circum.stances and 
22 cents under the most pessimistic circumstances. 'Vhile no objective 
probabilities can be attac 1 ed to the individual projections, they are not 
believed to be equally likely. The analysis suggests that the trend in 
price is most likelY to center between the middle and higher range of 
the projections. This would imlicate an aycrage price of perhaps 35 to 
40 cents per pound in terms of the 1959 price level by 1975. 
Projections of Pecans zn thr' U. S. 
Appendix Table !-Production, Average Farm Price, Imports and 
Exports of All Pecans, Population and the Consumers Price Index, 
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1J922, :'\u\. I pticc; \~12:-l<~h. Ike. I price. 
~Exports of '>iw!lcd 1111h conH-rtcd to in-thc-she11 hasis at ratio of I to 2.!). Imports of "hclled nut~ 
converted at Lttio of ! to :.!.tl:L 
Source of Data: 
Co2umns l, :!, :-: a11d ·1---I~J20<itl: I_!SDA, .-lgricultu.ral Stati.'>li(.'>, l~f,/. p. 319. l~JS7-~-~~: Agricultural 
\farkcting Scn·icc. USIL\. Trr:(' ,Vuts by Slates, JQ;j and 19~i·,': l'rorluction, L'sf'. f'alue, August, 
19'\9. 
Columns 5 and 6-Agricultural Marketing Servin.·, t:SDA, Supplement to 1958 to Con.sumjJtion 
of Food in the United States, 1909-~2 (Agricultural Handbook No. 62), September, J~fl9, p. 36, 
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Appendix Table 11-Production and Prices Received by Farmers for 
Pecans by Types, United States, and Price Received by Farmers in 
0 klahoma for All Pecans, 1922-1958 
Year Production Price Per Pound 
All Pecans:! 
Improved Seedling lmJHO\Td1 Seedling1 Oklahoma 
1,00J 1,000 
pound., pounds cents cents cents 
1922 3,448 7,907 44.5 18.7 17.1 
1923 10,511 47,516 42.5 1U 11.1 
1921 7,150 30,818 43.8 18.6 16.1 
1925 12,316 40,147 37.6 17.3 15.1 
1926 17,535 78,326 32.5 11.8 10.1 
1927 9,540 26,964 35.4 15.4 13.1 
1928 18,005 50,545 29.6 12.0 11.1 
1929 8,839 44,501 31.7 11.4 10.3 
1930 13,875 43,260 27.7 10.8 9.2 
1931 22,0(12 66, !61 13.9 5.8 5.1 
1932 1 1.813 56,421 13.5 4.4 3.6 
1933 22,!J41 55,871 13.0 6.0 5.6 
193'1 19,168 36,704 15.5 11.0 11.9 
1935 29,464 95,021 12.4 5.0 4.2 
1936 32,257 27,530 H.7 9.6 9.2 
193'/ 40,026 67,164 10.9 5.8 5.5 
1938 35,291 39,032 11.8 7.2 7.6 
1939 40,944 56,116 12.2 7.8 8.1 
19+0 42,126 8Cl,7 :iS 12.8 6.9 7.1 
1 'J !1 51,152 70.329 12.8 8.5 8.8 
h-!2 45,383 31,991 18.9 H.6 16.5 
1913 57,173 75,869 28.5 19.0 19.6 
1':44 61,188 80,'116 27.7 16.9 1 7.1 
1945 59,236 79,618 29.2 20.0 20.6 
1946 33,492 42,733 40.2 28.8 30.7 
1947 45,193 74,409 29.4 18.3 18.4 
1948 77,532 98,511 15.2 10.0 11.5 
1949 50,105 7 5,585 21.8 17.0 18.7 
1950 62,788 61,842 31.8 25.7 26.9 
1951 88,600 68,135 21.7 17.2 18.6 
1952 79,570 71,866 25.2 18.8 19.7 
1CJj3 106:215 107.'155 17.8 1U 15.5 
1954 43,800 50,800 32.7 25.2 27.2 
1955 42,400 104,460 10.9 29.6 30.3 
1S56 106,310 67,390 19.2 17.4 19.5 
1957 34,110 107,240 31.1 2L6 22.1 
1958 105,500 69,250 29.2 26.2 28.4 
1 i~J22, November 1 ]~123-3li, DcccllJhcr I price. 
~·December 1 price ~~- Prices comtJU cd by '1-Veighting priu:s for improved and .'>ccdling 
pccms by quantities so.d. 
''HJUt'lc of Data: U.S. prothLtion and price tn- types: 19~~-:)6: USD.--\, Agricultural Statisc'in, J~l:->7, 
p. 319. 19:i7-:)8: LSDA, A2\-lS, Tree Suls by StatesJ 1957 and 19_58: Production U.1c, Value, August, 
1959. 
Oklahoma prkcs: 1922-43: Trn' Xuts: Arreage, ProdHction, Farm Disposition, f"a!ue and Utiliza-
tion of Sales, IW!9·45, LSDA, B.\E. October, 1947, pp. 23-25. 1944·18: Ibid .. August. 19:J2, pp. 
7-10. Hl.f~J-5:): Tree Nuts b)' Slain, l'J.-19-5_'5, Revised Estima:cs, USDA, A~JS (Statistila; Bul. .\O. 
19.1), October, l9:J6, p. 11. l~l:)li-JH: Office of Agricultural Statistician, CSJL-\, A~IS, Oklahoma 
Cit\. 
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